Snom D735 User's Manual
Ver1.0.1 May 8 2019

Thank you for purchasing SnomD735.
Make sure and acknowledge that you have read this manual before using SnomD735.

Package Contents:
1.Main Case
2.Handset
3.Handset Cable
4.LAN cable
5.Quick Start Guide manual
6.AC Adapter

Disclaimer
* This document is subject to change without prior notice.
* A possibility of noise, broken voice, or disconnection may occur because of customers’ or our network environment.
We cannot guarantee the quality of voice.
* The company assumes no responsibility on the difference of call or voice quality when the hearing acuity of
individuals is concern.
* The company assumes no responsibility when it was used outside Japan.
* As for SnomD735 regular server maintenance, you may experience temporarily service stops without prior notice.
* The company assumes no responsibility when the customers caused the phone primary source of malfunction or
breakdown.

Maintenance/Cleaning
Please use soft dry clothes to clean the device.
Don’t use wet clothes.
Don’t use volatile chemical like benzene, or thinner since they can damage the device.
If you want to use a chemical wipe, please read the cautionary notes before using it.
Connection Method:
1. Connect the handset cord in the handset and connect it on the main body.
2. Plug the LAN cable(network) into the RJ45 connector labeled “NET” and plug the other end into the network side
to establish a data link.
3. The second RJ45 connector, labeled “PC”, is for daisy-chaining further Ethernet devices without the need for a
second Ethernet connection line.
4. Insert the plug of the power supply into the connector labeled “DC 5V” and hooks up the casing into the mains.
5. If you want to use a headset, connect it to the RJ audio jack on the bottom shell of the phone.
Snom D735
Snom D735 is a phone device that can be used with our service. It cannot be used as a typical phone. The customer
must subscribe to an Internet Service Provider to be able to use the device. Customer with no broadband router
feature must provide a separate broadband router.

Keypad Familiarization
1. Navigation key - for navigation within the display menu and the phone book.
2. Enter key - to confirm actions, selections and inputs.
*Always press the “ENTER Key” after inputting the numbers dialed
3. Cancel Key - to cancel actions or inputs.
4. LED for MWI - (Message Waiting Indicator)
5. Mute Key - Mute/unmute microphone
Volume Key - key to adjust the volume to (lower/higher)
Speaker - turns the speaker on/off
Headset Key - Headset mode on/off
6. Freely programmable function keys - The 8 keys around the display with LEDs are the programmable function keys
onto which different functionalities can be mapped.
7. Function keys F1–F4 - Standard functions available on idle screen.
8. Directory Key - Internal phone directory
Setting Key - Setting menu
Transfer Key - Transfer call
Hold Key - Key to Put call on hold/resume call
9. DND Key - Turn "do not disturb" (DND) mode on and off for all identities registered on the phone.
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